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of­the­last­years­are­the­French­journal­Pli—revue: Architecture & édition­
(2016),­which­devoted­its­second­issue­to­“Format(s),”­and­the­conferences­
“Vom Medium zum Format”­(From­Medium­to­Format)­and­“Bilder trimmen: 
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argues­in­his­book­MP3: The Meaning of a Format,­contribute­to­seeing­media­













1­ Sterne­uses­the­term­mediality­“to­evoke­a quality of or pertaining to media­and­the­
complex­ways­in­which­communication­technologies­refer­to­one­another­in­form­or­
content”­(2012,­9).
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Common Features and Functions of Formats
It­merits­questioning­whether­the­distinct­types­of­formats­listed­above­
share­common­characteristics.­Presumably­the­most­fundamental­tasks­











































































































































































arguably less obvious but nevertheless equally ubiquitous practices that 
involve­media,­such­as­bureaucratic,­juridical,­and­infrastructural­practices.­
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page,­as­it­was­called­back­then).­As­Lialina­points­out, “Technically there 
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Formats and Formalization 
in Internet Advertising


































in­print­and­broadcast­media,­is­characterized­by­a­proliferation of formats 
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the company Periscope to prevent the allocation of illegal live streams 
on­their­platform.­This­“pre-crime”­scheme­is­not­restricted­to­this­case­
but­seems­to­characterize­the­new­approach­to­how­pay-TV­and­pay-per-
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that­the­concept­of­format­is­intriguing­because­it­allows­one­to­describe­a­
highly­flexible­but­still­regulated­manner­of­transformation.
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print­of­a­silent­Mack­Sennett­comedy,­The Campus Carmen (1928).­Next­
up,­New England Holiday!,­a­16mm­short,­silent­travelogue­from­the­
1940s­about­vacationing­in­New­England.­In­keeping­with­tradition,­we­
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Bertillon: Controlling Capture,  
Universalizing Comparison
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advertisement­from­the­April­13,­1978,­issue­of­the­New York Times bears the 
9­ Nonetheless,­Burgers on Parade­is­notable­as­a­prefiguration­of­Jørgen­Leth’s­five-
minute­document­of­Warhol­eating­a­single­Burger­King­Whopper,­included­in­Leth’s­























Room to Room­(October­19,­1978),­#8 In and Out­(date­unknown),­#12 Night + 
Day­(October­22–23,­1978),­Tri Part-Something­(date­unknown),­A Snow Night 
Parts I + II­(Bearthm­Brakhage,­date­unknown),­Portrait of Forrest­(December­
17,­1978),­Bob Benson’s Madonnas #1 + #2­(December­22,­1978),­Memory Fog 





























































































































































































































































































plastic prism built into the cassette to concentrate the light are necessary 
to­realize­the­image.­Polavision­was­thus­restricted­to­a­small­scale­not­
because this was most suitable for home viewing but because it was simply 
not­possible­to­produce­an­adequately­luminous­image­at­a­longer­throw.
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a preservation or migration target format because it allows the lossless 
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by­the­‘cosmic’­imperturbability­of­its­squareness in the psychology of 
the­audience.­
And­this­specially­in­a­dynamic succession of dimensions from a tiny 
square­in­the­center­to­the­all-embracing­full-sized­square­of­the­whole­
screen!­
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be­interpreted­as­something­axially opposed to it,­but­always­as a part of the 

































































[Figure­6]­Still­from­Der müde Tod (1921)
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whole­series­variations­in­frame­composition­(fig.­7).­László­Moholy-Nagy­
mentions­Gance’s­Napoléon­in­the­second­edition­of­his­Malerei Fotografie 

















































































































Hokusai’s­series­One Hundred Views of Mount Fuji,­for­example­Mount Fuji 
Seen Through a Spider Web­(fig.­9).
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the high potential of circulation­into­account,­“where­value­is­purposely­
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the scenes of academia—the life, the research, the knowledge, the stresses, but 







































radio­broadcast­of­War of the Worlds,­deviates­from­the­standard­format­of­
program­elements­(fig.­2).­Becker­interviews­Neil­Verma,­author­of­Theater 















































































































































































































so-called­intermedial­and­interdisciplinary­subfields.8 This proliferation 
of­media­has­continued,­evident­in­the­initiative­to­expand­Cinema Journal 










































































































































Michael,­I’m­going­to­[interference with the transmission: voice distorted, 


















































































































































































































things.­And­I­swear,­they­sound­like­words­.­.­.­[things being moved 
around in a large, confined space, lids opening and shutting, surfaces being 
tapped]­They­sound­like­words­about­academia.­[something ripping 
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